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Subject: Re: Test connection issues in management console

After talking to Josephine we agreed that it's better to remove the test
connection button from the wizard. Instead we'll add a description / summary
on the last page which explains where the user can test the connection. We'll
also add a "Test connection" option in the dropdown menu of a selected
datasource (next to "View" and "Remove").

For the long term I really would like to have the test connection feature in the
wizard again. But this requires modified / new management operations and
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is something for WF 11 / EAP 7.1.

@Bilge
Are there any objections from your side removing the test connection from
the wizard?

No objections. Thank you all  for looking into this.

.: Harald

> Am 04.02.2016 um 12:41 schrieb Harald Pehl <hpehl@redhat.com>:
>
>
>> Am 04.02.2016 um 12:07 schrieb Pavel Jelinek <pjelinek@redhat.com>:
>>
>> 2) or remove 'Back ' button from the last step of the wizard and let user
only one standard way how to edit created datasource via datsource view
which is a place where the user is almost navigated to when the wizard is
closed.
>> Moreover I suggest to delete datasource created by test connection
button if user close wizard by clicking 'Cancel' button even though it will
mean the server will remain in reload required state.
>
> For me that's a half-baked solution. What if the test connection fails? As a
user I'd like to go back and verify the settings - maybe changing a typo in the
username / password fields or fix some other attributes. IMO having no
option to go back creates more frustration than not having the test
connection button at all.
>
> So I recommend to remove this feature from the wizard. We need to think
about a way to address this on the server side by having a dedicated
management operation. But that's something for WF 11 / EAP 7.1
>
> ---
> Harald Pehl
> JBoss by Red Hat
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> http://hpehl.info
>

---
Harald Pehl
JBoss by Red Hat
http://hpehl.info
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